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Abstract
One of the methodologies employed in gravimetry exploration is eigenvector analysis of Gravity
Gradient Tensor (GGT) which yields a solution including an estimation of a causative body’s
Center of Mass (COM), dimensionality and strike direction. The eigenvectors of GGT give very
rewarding clues about COM and strike direction. Additionally, the relationships between its
components provide a quantity (I), representative of a geologic body dimensions. Although this
procedure directly measures derivative components of gravity vector, it is costly and demands
modern gradiometers. This study intends to obtain GGT from an ordinary gravity field
measurement (gz). This Tensor is called Computed GGT (CGGT). In this procedure, some
information about a geologic mass COM, strike and rough geometry, just after an ordinary
gravimetry survey, is gained. Because of derivative calculations, the impacts of noise existing in
the main measured gravity field (gz) could be destructive in CGGT solutions. Accordingly, to
adjust them, a “moving twenty-five point averaging” method, and “upward continuation” are
applied. The methodology is tested on various complex isolated and binary models in noisy
conditions. It is also tested on real geologic example from a salt dome, USA, and all the results are
highly acceptable.

Keywords: Computed Gravity Gradient Tensor (CGGT); Dimensionality Index (I); Eigenvector;
Eigenvalue.

1. Introduction
Nabighian (1984) extended the 2D Hilbert
Transform of a potential field to 3D cases, in
which he proved that Hilbert Transform was
composed of two parts: one acting on x
component, and another, on y component.
Having this knowledge, each horizontal and
vertical components of the potential field are
derivable from each other. On the other hand,
gravity gradiometry goes historically back to
1886, and was a turning point in petroleum
industry (Bell and Hansen, 1998). In 1970s,
new gradiometers were developed to measure
all components of the Gravity Gradient
Tensor (GGT) (Bell et al., 1997). Different
applications of GGT data have been reported
in recent years (Vasco and Taylor, 1991;
Pawlowski, 1998; Hatch, 2004; Fedi et al.,
2005; Dransfield, 2007). In the last three
decades, other processing and interpretation
techniques of GGT data have been widely
improved (Pedersen and Rasmussen, 1990;
Edwards et al., 1997; Childers et al., 1999;
Routh et al., 2001; Hinojosa and Mickus,
2002; Zhdanov et al., 2004; While et al.,
2006; Droujinine et al., 2007; Murphy and
*Corresponding author:

Brewster, 2007; Pajot et al., 2008; FitzGerald
et al., 2009; While et al., 2009; Beiki and
Pedersen, 2010; Oruc, 2010; Zhou, 2016).
Pedersen and Rasmussen (1990) studied
gradient tensors of gravity and magnetic
fields and presented some invariants to show
source dimensionalities. They also indicated
that the maximum eigenvalue and its
corresponding eigenvector (first eigenvector)
of the GGT are related to the COM of a
simple point source. However, they did not
develop a practical technique for estimating
source location from the first eigenvectors.
Furthermore, they neglected the interpretive
power contained in the eigenvector
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue
(third eigenvector). Zhang et al. (2000)
showed that the components of the gradient
tensor can be used to improve the Euler
deconvolution method. They applied their
method on the measured GGT data and
improved the performance of Euler
deconvolution using all measured gradients.
Seven years later, Mikhailov et al. (2007)
combined scalar invariants of the tensor and
kuroshkarimi88@gmail.com
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Euler deconvolution to locate equivalent
sources. They also proved that tensor
deconvolution approximately locates COM,
whereas Euler deconvolution better outlines
the edges of causative bodies. Oruc (2010)
proposed a new method based on the
invariants of the GGT to interpret gravity
data due to simple causative sources.
He estimated the depth of a body from the
multiplication of the maximum of the vertical
gravity component by the maximum value
of a ratio of the invariants related to
dimensionality of the body. Beiki and
Pedersen (2010) located the causative bodies
from a collection of eigenvectors of the GGT
using robust least squares. They used
the third eigenvectors which provide
information about the strike direction of 2D
causative bodies. Finally, Zhou (2016)
presented a new depth estimation method
based on the ratio of gravity and full tensor
gradient invariant. In this paper, in place
of using directly measured GGT components,
they are computed from measured gravity
data (CGGT). Then, COMs, strikes,
and dimensions of different models are
estimated.
2. Theory
Due to the fact that the gravity gradiometry
and full use of GGT characteristics may be
expensive and inconvenient in some
geophysical explorations, they are going to
be calculated from the vertical component of
gravity field (gz) that could be easily
measured in an ordinary gradiometry survey.
To this end, Hilbert Transform is used, and
the other components of gravity vector (gx
and gy) are acquired. Then, the first
derivatives of these three components are
calculated (employing Fourier Domain). The
horizontal and vertical derivatives of
potential field, U, are Hilbert transforming
pairs (Nabighian, 1984):
For 2-D cases
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Using inversion of Equation (2) we have
(Nabighian, 1984):
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Now, CGGT components can be derived as:
gmn   1 (ikm [ (gn )])

(4)

Where
 m : x, y , z

n : x, y, z
 g xx

Γ = GGT ; CGGT   g yx
 g zx


g xy
g yy
g zy

g xz 

g yz 
g zz 

(5)

Notice that GGT and CGGT are not exactly
the same, specifically, in real cases.
However, CGGT could be an acceptable
estimation of GGT. The components of GGT
(measured
components
by
modern
gradiometers) have some advantages over
those of CGGT (computed components) like
fairly noise resistance. It should be noted
again that this paper is going to use CGGT,
not GGT.
Since Г is a symmetrical matrix, it has real
eigenvalues
(bi)
and
perpendicular
eigenvectors “Vi”. Therefore, the following
relation holds: Γv i  bi v i .
Г can then become diagonal by its
eigenvectors (Pedersen and Rasmussen,
1990):
b3
v Γv  A   0
 0
-1

0
b2
0

0
0 
b1 

(6)
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For 2-D cases: b1  b3 and b2  0 , and for
3-D cases: b 2  b 3 and b1  2 b2  2 b3 .
For simplicity in the calculations, instead of
“Г”, one can work with “A”. In a source free
region “A” has some special features as
follows (Pedersen and Rasmussen, 1990):

corresponding to the first eigenvector creates
a distance with the real COM, which we are
looking for. These distances are (Beiki and
Pedersen, 2010):
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(7)

I is a dimensionality index: I=0 is defined for
absolutely 2-D masses, while in the case of a
pure 3-D body, it is 1. Predictably, the values
between these two belong to geometrically
complex bodies. A threshold value, between
two and three dimensionality, is defined as
I=0.5 (Beiki and Pedersen, 2010). If I is
larger than 0.5, the mass is regarded as a
semi-3D one, and vice versa if it is smaller
than 0.5.
The first eigenvectors of Г, corresponding to
the largest eigenvalues, approximately point
in the center of mass of a body. To explain
the convergence of these first eigenvectors to
the COM, one can argue that because Г is
symmetrical, one of its eigenvectors, which
we call it “first eigenvector”, at each
measurement point, approximately aims to
the source of the gravitational field (COM),
and the other eigenvectors lie in a plane
perpendicular to that first eigenvector. On the

 g xz 
 
other hand, the magnitude of  ( g z )  g yz
 
 g zz 
(the third column of Г), is approximately two
times larger than ( g x )  ( g y ) . After
diagonalizaion through Equation (6),  ( g z )
fits the first eigenvector. It stands to reason
that eigenvalue of such a rotated vector is
twice that of the others, i.e. b1  2 b2  2 b3 .
The vector passing through each data point

'

2

'

2

'

2

is the first eigenvector in the ith point. r0
and ri are the coordinates of real COM of
a body and ith data point, respectively.
The point (x′i,0, y′i,0, z′i,0) is a point
along ”V1,i” that creates the distance Δδi
with r0. R′ is the magnitude of the vector
in direction of ”V1,i” that approximately
points to the COM and gives the distance
to it. By minimizing the square distances of
Δδi, the COM is estimated as (Aster et al.,
2003):
m est =  G T G  G T d
-1

(9)
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where “z0” is the “depth component” of
“mest” (Beiki and Pedersen, 2010).
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T
interfeerence effect is
resppectively. The
alsoo studied using two binary syystems
in w
which irreguularly shaped models ass well
as transverselly horizonttal cylinderrs in
b
diffferent depths are used. Herein, a binary
system is a collection
c
off two juxtaaposed
models (Figure 1(b) and 1((c)). Such syystems
to
examine
considerred
how
are
m
the gravitationnal responsee of the models
method
andd the precission of thee offered m
unddergo
chaanges.
Fuurthermore,
by
connsidering the interfering masses,
m
this study
inteends to evaaluate wheth
her the soluutions
resuulted from
m this methodology
m
are
stilll applicable and trustabble. In all cases,
15%
% random Gaussian Noise
N
is im
mposed
on the moddel’s main gravity field.
Thee characterisstics of moddels and obttained
soluutions are given
g
in Tab
ble 1. Figuree 1(a)
shoows all the models.
m

3. Work
k Flow
The firstt step is usiing Hilbert Transform
T
to
o
computee gx and gy from gz. Caalculating its
componeents, CGGT is created affterwards. On
n
the basiss of the maxximum or minimum poinnt
of calcullated gzz com
mponent of CGGT,
C
centree
of an imaginary window, coomprising a
number of data pooints, is sppecified. Thee
c
untiil
dimensioons of windoow are then changed
a solutioon with a Minimum
M
Staandard Error
(MSE) is attained (Beiki annd Pedersen
n,
2010).
hetic models
4. Synth
In order to test the capability
c
off this method
d,
six isolaated models: sphere, prrism, verticaal
cylinder, 3D verticall dike, infiniite horizontaal
d.
cylinder and 2D verttical dike aree considered
mensions off the mediuum and celll
The dim
size arre 200×2000 m2 andd 5×5 m2,

(a)

(c)

(b)
(

Figure 1. a) Schematic im
mages of geophhysical models: (1) sphere, (22) prism, (3) veertical cylinder,, (4) vertical diike (A),
(5) infinite hoorizontal cylindder used in a soolitary and binary analysis, (6
6) vertical dikee (B), (7) and (8)
( two
complex models used in a binary
b
system; b) A binary syystem of compplex models in a virtually horrizontal
s
of infiniite horizontal cylinders
c
in a vertical
v
adjacenncy. Real COM
M (white
neighborhood;; c) A binary system
circles), their relevant
r
coordinnates and geom
metrical propertiies of the models are shown inn (b) and (c).
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in noisy condition (15%). The most suitable
window yielding MSE is shown in Figure
2(a). White circles indicate the real COMs
and black circles show the estimated ones. In
order to examine interference effects, two
complex 3D and 2D structures (models (7)
and (8) in Figure 1(a)) close together are
considered (Table 1 and Figure 1(b)).
Because the 3D body’s field is dominant, the
maximum point of gzz contour map roughly
lies over it. However, the field effect of
neighboring 2D body can disrupt the field
and the estimated solutions (see Figure 2(e)
and Table 1).

4-1. Three dimensional bodies
Sphere, prism and finite vertical cylinder
are examples of 3-D bodies and vertical
dike (A) represents a semi 3-D one.
To moderate noise effects to a great extent,
firstly, a “moving twenty five point
averaging” method is employed. In
this method, the average of a gz data point
and its twenty four surrounding points is
calculated in a grid map and the average is
imputed to the main data point. Secondly, the
data are continued upward by 3 meters.
Figures 2(a-d) show the gzz map for sphere,
prism, vertical cylinder and vertical dike (A)

Table 1. Geometrical properties of the isolated and binary models in conjunction with the attained solutions.
*

N: Number /

N

*

M:Model /

M

R:Radius / T:Thickness /

SL: Strike Length /

RSD : Real Strike Direction / DE: Depth Extent / ESD: Estimated Strike Direction

R
(m)

T (m)

SL
(m)

RSD [Θ(degree)
or (x,y,z)]

DE
(m)

COM (m)

ESD (x,y,z)

Estimated COM (m)

I

1

Sphere

15

-

-

-

-

(100, 100, 30)

-

(99.8±0.0,99.8±0.0,31.6±0.1)

1.0

2

Prism

-

20, 20

-

-

20

(100,100,30)

-

(99.8±0, 99.8±0, 31.7±0.1)

1.0

3

Vertical cylinder

10

-

-

-

40

(100,100,30)

-

(99.8±0.0, 99.8±0.0, 31.1±0.1)

1.0

4

Vertical dike (A)

10

40

[Θ=0o or
(1.00, 0.00, 0.00)]

40

(100,100,30)

-

(100±0.1, 99.7±0.2, 25.3±0.1)

0.92

5

Horizontal Cylinder

15

-

2000

[Θ=0o or
(1.00, 0.00, 0.00)]

-

(100,100,30)

(0.99, 0.00, 0.01)

(99.4±0.6, 99.7±0.6, 31.7±1.8)

0.01

6

Vertical dike (B)

-

10

150

[Θ=60o or
(0.50,0.86,0.00)]

40

(100,100,30)

(0.50, 0.86, 0.01)

(100.2±0.9, 99.9±1.4, 27.0±1.1)

0.12

2

Prism(A)

(99.8±0.1, 99.7±0.1, 32.2±0.1)

1.0

2

Prism(B)

(99.9±0.1, 99.7±0.1, 37.7±0.1)

1.0

2

Prism(C)

(100±0.1, 99.7±0.1, 45.3±0.2)

0.99

-

(99.6±0.1, 94.3±0.1, 32.3±0.4)

0.99

(0.00,0.99, .01)

(99.8±1.2, 99.8±1.0, 32.3±1.6)

0.39

(100,100,30)

-

30, 30

30

(100,100,40)

(100,100,50)

Dike-like

-

6
(ave)

120

[Θ=30o or
(0.86,0.50,0.00)]

30

(100,60,30)

7

CylinderLike

-

24&
33

-

-

40

(100,100,30)

5

Horizontal
cylinder
(A)

5

-

2000

[Θ=90oor
(0.00,1.00,0.00)]

-

(100, 100, 20)

Horizontal
cylinder
(B)

5

-

2000

[Θ=0o or
(1.00,0.00,0.00)]

-

(100, 100, 40)

8
Binary
System

Binary
System
5

-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 2. Smoothed gzz component
c
of thhe CGGT in thee presence of 15% random Gaaussian noise foor: a) sphere; b)) prism;
c) vertical cylinnder; d) verticaal dike (A); e) a binary system
m. White circles show real COM
Ms and black ones
o
are
the best estimated locations off COM. Deviatiion of black cirrcle toward the adjacent
a
modell in (e) is obviouus.

4-2. Twoo dimension
nal bodies
In this seection, a long horizontal cylinder and
d
a verticaal dike (B), as solitary models, aree
examineed (see Table 1 and moodels (5) and
d
(6) in Figure 1(aa)). These models aree
D bodies. For extracting
g
represenntatives of 2D
the soluutions of the horizontal cylinder and
d
w shapes onn them, threee
influencee of window
types off windows are consideered: squaree
window (W1,c), recctangular wiindow (W2,c)
with thee length two times lonnger than its
width, rrectangular window
w
(W
W3,c) with thee
length foour times lon
nger than its width. Sincee
for a 2D
D body the maximum
m
off gzz is a linee,

t window could
nott a point, thee center of the
be positioned anywhere
a
onn this line except
e
the edges. For a 2D masss, the rectanngular
b
solutionn with
winndow, W3,c, gives the best
MS
SE, whereas square wind
dows are suuitable
for 3D masses.. The third eigenvector
e
at the
t
strike of
o the
winndow centerr specifies the
model. Figure 3(a)
3 indicatees gzz contouur map
t horizontaal cylinder inn a noisy conndition
of the
(15%). For thee vertical dik
ke (B), I= 0.12
0
is
2 body. Thhe estimated strike
inddicative of a 2D
direection approxximates the real orientation of
the dike very well.
w
The ressults are shoown in
Tabble 1 and Figgure 3(b).

Locattion and dimen
nsionality estim
mation of geoloogical bodies using
u
eigenvecttors of …

At thhe last stag
ge of analyyzing synthhetic
modeels, the in
nterfering effect
e
of two
transvversely horizzontal cylindders in diffeerent
depthhs is studied (Figure 1(c))). The centerrs of
horizontal cylindeer (A) and (B
B) are in (1000m,
m, 20m) an
nd (100m, 100m, 40
0m),
100m
respeectively (Tab
ble 1). Since “I=0.39” is less
than the threshoold value (00.5), the bin
nary
m is regardeed as a quassi-2D modell. In
system
Figurre 3(c), the gzz map together with the
windoow and the estimated
e
strike directionn are
show
wn. The soluution for thee binary sysstem
indicaates that the characteristtics of the up
pper
cylindder (its fieldd) are stronnger in the data
than the lower one. The white circlee is
representative of real and black one indiccates
mated COM of
o the system
m.
estim

69

Reservoir ro
ocks of this area are andesitic
and limestone rocks. For more infformation
t Nettletonn (1962).
about geoloogy refer to
Nettelton (1976)
(
and Abdelrahm
man and
El-Araby (11996) used the Bouguerr gravity
data in thiis area (Nettleton, 19962) and
estimated thhe depth coomponent of
o a salt
dome as 4.997 km and 4.60 km, resppectively.
Constituting
g CGGT coomponents from
f
this
Bouguer grravity data, the best extracted
solution by our method was resulteed from a
nsions of 5.55 km×5.5
window, Wf, with dimen
km bearinng 121 data pointts. The
approximateed I and MSE
M
values were, in
turn, 0.99 an
nd 1.08%. Figure
F
4 indiicates gzz
contour mapp of this geeologic struccture, the
estimated
COM
of
whichh
was
(X=17.47±00.01 km, Y=12.11±0.01 km,
Z=4.61±0.04
4 km). The black
b
circle and
a Wf in
Figure 4 shhow this besst estimated solution
and window
w, in turn.

5. Caase study
One of the most famous oil fields of
U
Stattes is Hum
mble Oil Fiield.
the United

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figuree 3. Smoothed gzz component of the CGGT in
i presence of 15%
1
noise for: a) infinite horizzontal cylinder with strike
o 0◦ (relative to x axis) alonng with its thrree types of wiindows; b) verrtical dike (B) with strike
direction of
direction of
o 60◦ (relative to x axis); c) a binary system
m of cylinders. White
W
circles are
a real COMs, black ones
are the beest estimated loocations and th
he vectors in thhe center of thhe windows at (xmax=100m, ymax=100m)
indicate th
he estimated striike directions.
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In the m
methods preseented by Netttelton (1976)
and Abddelrahman an
nd El-Arabyy (1996), thee
horizonttal location
n of COM
M was noot
discussed.
Howevver,
the
horizontaal
d
componeents of COM could bee pinpointed
quantitattively
by
our
m
methodology
y.
Additionnally, even though Humble
H
areaa
appearedd to be a no
oise free regiion, they did
d
not discuuss and regaard the effecct of noise in
n
their offfered techniques to extend them too
other ssurveys in different regions.
r
Byy
contrast,, noise effectt constitutes considerablee
contents of our app
proach. Furthhermore, thee
attained I=0.99 in ouur methodoloogy indicates
ost a pure 3--D mass. It is
that the mass is almo
mulated dataa,
notewortthy that in thhe case of sim
Abdelrahhman and El-Arabyy examined
d
isolated, simple shap
ped and noiseeless modelss,
x,
while ouur methodollogy serves to complex
noisy, solitary and interfering sources.
s
Thee
models are also analyzed in threee
t
that puublished their
dimensioons, unlike those
work in two dimensiions.

Figure 4. gzz component of CGGT for a salt dome, neaar
U
The dim
mensions of the
Humble city, USA.
most suitable window are 5.5
5 km×5.5 km
m
including 1211 data points. Black circle
represents the estimated
e
COM
M.

6. Concllusion
Integratiing Hilbertt Transforrm, gravityy
derivativve calculatiions and least
l
squaree
procedurre, this paperr presents ann independennt
approachh
to
heeighten
thhe
gravityy
interprettation proceess. Althouggh the noisee
resistancce of this methodoology (after
imposingg Movingg Twenty--five Poinnt
Averaginng and Upw
ward Continuuation) mighht
be slighttly lower th
han the one presented
p
byy
Beiki aand Pedersen (2010), its obtained
d
solutionss for both so
olitary and binary models

are still fairlyy accurate. There are some
e
t
this
methodoology.
privvileges in employing
Deffinitely, it coould save uss time, energgy and
money. It also gives rise to more acccurate
a
enhancees the
andd dependablle results and
quaality of graviimetry interppretations. Inn fact,
by measuring gz (Bouguerr gravity daata) to
n additional strategy
s
to annalyze
anyy purpose, an
the data with higher
h
resolu
ution (becauuse of
w
usinng the gravity field derrivatives) without
extrra expensess, time and
d field woork is
proovided. Som
metimes, thee only avaailable
gravity data is just gz, annd employingg this
d give us muuch more valluable
techhnique could
infoormation, because,
b
apart from C
COM,
furtther knowleddge about a causative bbody’s
dim
mensions andd strike dirrection is yiielded
thatt may not be
b obtained precisely thhrough
rouutine Bouguer gravity datta.
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